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THREE GLASSES OF WELCOME 

by 

R.J. CHARLESl'ON 

Keeper, Department of Ceramics, Victoria and Albert Museum 

There is in the collections of the Duke of Marlborough at Blenheim Palace 
a glass of more than usual interest (fig. 1). It stands 10 % in. high (27.5 cm.), 
and is made of « ice-glass », that type of glass with roughened surface which was 
made either by dipping the hot paraison in water, then reheating and reworking 
it, or by spreading broken glass on the marver, rolling the paraison on it, and 
incorporating the fragments . Before this stage, however, the Blenheim glass had 
been blown into a mould which imparted to it a mesh-design : this also occurs 
on the foot, with its thin edge-fold. Finally, the surface of the glass was at least 
in part gilt. The stem of the glass is composed of elements blown in a mould 
with vertical ribbing - a depressed knop and an inverted baluster, both these 
elements being separated from each other and from the bowl and foot respectively 
by means of thin discs or mereses. 

The glass is accompanied in the collection by a letter from the Mayor of 
Malplaquet dated 29 September, 1888, to the effect that in Malplaquet and 
neighbouring villages it was «de notoriete publique» that the glass «a servi au 
General Duc de Marlborough avant et apres la bataille de Malplaquet, en 1709 ». 
!he .goblet had been preserved in the Chateau of Blairon (at Malplaquet) belong-
109 10 the last instance to M. de Semeries, and before that to M. Grart de Florem
prel. On the 25 February, 1886, it had been sold to M. Roland, the Cure of 
Blaregnies, in the course of a public sale, and the cure's receipt also accompanies 
the glass. It is dated 18 May, 189l. 

I have consulted various accounts, including the great Duke of Marlborough's 
OWn despatches, of the Battle of Malplaquet, one of the bloodiest of the 18t~ . cen
tury, and have found nothing either to support or to controvert this tradItIOnal 
account of the use of the Blenheim glass . If it seems perhaps somewhat unlikely 
that he drank from it both before and after the battle he might well have had 
needf· f ' 
th 

0 It a ter the battle on the eve of which he wrote back to his Duchess, 
e S ' . great arah; « I am so tIred that I have but strength enough to tell you that 

;e have had this day a very bloody battle; the first part of the day we beat their 
Got, and afterwards their horse. God Almighty be praised, it is now in our power 
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to have what peace we please .. . » e) . The Duke was in fact much affected by 
the great losses suffered by his forces on that day, and was unwell for some time 
after the battle. 

But what of the glass itself ? On the face of it, it looks far more like a 1 7th 
or even a 16th, century glass than an 18th century one. If it was old at the time' 
it seems unlikely that it would have been in the Duke's own possession, and it i ~ 
hardly the glass for hard campaigning. The fact that it remained, if the tradition 
be true, in the possession of local people, suggests rather that it was a glass pro
duced for the Duke to drink from by the notables of the locality, whether that 
was the village of M alplaquet or the Chateau de Blairon. This would have been 
conceived as a gesture of welcome of a kind well understood since the Middle 
Ages, when it was customary to go to meet the guest out into the open with a 
drinking-vessel holding a drink of welcome (2). As we shall see, such glasses of 
welcome or «Willkomm » were carefully preserved in a house for the reception 
of guests whether within or without the walls. If this were the case at M alplaquet, 
it would be perfectly understandable that the glass should have been an old one, 
arid that it should have been returned to its place when the Duke had drunk from it. 

Something will be said later on concerning the exaggerated drinking-habits 
of the 17th century, but it does no harm at this point to remind oneself that 
convivial drinking in this era was not necessarily from glass vessels of undue 
capacity. In 1568 the Archduke Ferdinand II of Tirol ordered through his repre
sentative in Venice, 'Veit von Dornsberg, «etliche schone drinkgeschirr von glas
werck, als von schifflein unci allerlei gattung, vergiilt und unvergiilt » (( sundry 
beautiful drinking-vessels of glassware, such as little ships and all sorts of other 
kinds, g ilt and ungilt ») (3) . This order was probably in connexion with the 
installation at his Castle of Ambras in the preceding year of a so-called «Grotto 
of Bacchus », a temple which was devoted to the worship of the god by both 
men and women, their names recorded in a guest-book which is still preserved 
at Schloss Ambras . Each male guest had to drink from «a glass in the form of 
a little barrel with four applied ridges », and the ladies from « a crystalline glass 
like a ship, in a single draught ». By great good fortune examples of both these 
types of glass are preserved in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, whither 
they were moved from Schloss Ambras (4) . It will be observed that the boat
shaped glass, like the first goblet we saw, is of ice-glass . The proceedings in the 
grotto of Bacchus were relatively seemly, in that the ladies' g lass was not of 
excessive capacity, the length of the bowl being 16.5 cm. and the capacity allegedly 

(1) Winston S. CHURCHILL, Ma/borough : his Life and Times, London (1938) , 
p. 17l. 

( 2) G. BOESEN, « Noget om drikkeskik og drikkekar i Danmark », A,-v og Eje, XVII 
(1968) , p. 12. 

(3) Erich EGG, Die G/ashiitten zu H all und ImHbruck im 16. ! ah,-hunderl, Innsbruck 
(1%2) , pp. 43-44. 

( . ) Illustrated ibid. , pI. XII, figs. 23-24. 
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~ litre as against V2 litre for the men. It is perhaps worth noting that the Ritter J ;on Schweinichen called a glass boat of Venetian manufacture a «Will
koa;~ » at the famous Fugger banquet of 1?71 , altho~gh this was. possibly the 
better-known type of vessel actually shaped In all detaIls hke a ship. 

Further evidence that such glasses were not necessarily of great size is pro. 
vided by a modest Humpen enamelled w!th an a.rmorial device and dated 1616, 
in the Cleveland Museum, Ohio, but coming ongInally from one of the de Roth
schild collections. This is inscribed : « Thomas V. Sanitz zu Braussfeld Erbsessen/ 
Habe meinen Vetter Hans V. Sanitz diss Glass/ zum Willkomj men Verehret » 
(<< 1 Thomas von Sanitz hereditary owner. of Braussfeld have dedicated to. my 
cousin Hans von Sanitz this glass as a W dlkomm » ). Much better known IS a 
Stangenglas in the collection of the Germanisches Nationalmus~um, Nuremberg, 
of blue glass with a gilt InSCnptlOn, mou.nted In an elaborate silver mount. ThiS 
glass came from Kirchenslttenbach, and ItS use for. ce~emonlal purposes may be 
substantiated from a more or less contemporary pamtIng by Jobst Tetzel, dated 
1593 (5). Although it is a glass of no mean capacity, it does not compare in this 
respect with many of the 17th century Humpen . 

Before we turn to this aspect of the subject, however, let us look at another 
glass which has affinities with the Du~e of Marlborough's goblet: Although 
nothing is known for certain about the clfcumstances under which thiS glass w~s 
used by the first Duke, it is a cunous. fact that a sec.ond goblet of Ice-glass IS 
known which was offered to a great soldier by the Inhabitants of a foreign country. 
There is in the great mansion of Skokloster, on the way between Stockhol~ and 
Upsala, in Sweden, a covered gob~et (fig. 2) also of noble proportIOns (8 Inches, 
or 20.5 cm. high) . On the cover IS a figure , made of precIOus metal and enamel, 
of a nobleman sweeping off his hat in a gesture of welcome : the foot of the 
glass is held in a strengthening mount of ~ilt metal. The bowl of t~l~ glass too 
appears to have been blown into a mould with a mesh-pattern, and thiS IS repeated 
on the cover, although apparently not on the foot. Round the rim of the bowl 
are engraved the words «WILLKOMM IHR HERRE~ » ~ « Welcome you 
gentlemen» ). The stem of the glass, like ~ha~ at BlenheuTI, IS formed of an 
inverted baluster with vertical mould-blown nbbmg,. an? the cover .IS surmounte~ 
by a depressed knop with the same mould-blown fibbing, much like the secon 
component of the stem of the BI~nheim glass. Whether these. correspondences of 
detail are purely due to chance, It would be diffICult to deCide. 

The castle of Skokloster was in 1611 confiscated from its previous owner, 
Field Marshall Krister Some, and given to the Esthonian nobleman Count Hern::~ 
Wrangel (6). On his death in 1643 the estate passed to hiS son Carl Gus 

. ( 6) 149 18 1 and ( 5) Axel VON SALDERN, G e1"1llall Ellameled Glass, Coming 19 . 5 , pp. , 
fig. 330; G . SCHIEDLAUSKY, T,·illk el1 Imd Essell , Munich (1956) , fig. 43. .k 

I, . ·th it see En (6) For deta il s of Skokloster and Carl Gustav Wrange s conneXlOn WI , 
ANDREN, Skokloster, Stockholm (1948) , pp. 12 H. 
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Wrangel, one of the Swedish commanders who carried on the Thirty Year's War 
·n Germany after the death of Gustavus Adolphus in 1632. Carl Gustav Wrangel 
~ad been born at Skokloster two yea~s aft:r his father had acquired the Castle, 
and at the age of thirteen accompanied hiS father to Germany, concluding his 
education with a year's stay in. H olland and Paris i.n 1629-30, when he was 
recalled to Sweden as a groom In waiting (( kammafJunkare ») on the King in 
the Royal Guard. From this time he rose steadily in rank until in 1638 he was 
promoted Major General (( Generalmajor » ). Three years later he was chosen 
to be one of three generals delegated to lead the Swedish army in Germany during 
the illness of Lennardt Torstensson. In 1645 he was appointed Torstensson's 
successor and in the following year Field Marshall in command of the whole 
Swedish army in Germany. In September, 1648, the Count Palatine Carl Gustav 
took over from Wrangel, who had shortly before this time been appointed 
Governor-General of Swedish Pomerania (') . It must have been at the very end 
of his command in Germany that the glass we are discussing passed into his 
possession, but he was seldom in Sweden, and it was probably not until towards 
the end of his career that it was taken home, thereafter to remain permanently, 
it may be assumed, in the great mansion which his father and he had had built 
on the site of the one-time monastery of Skokloster. 

It will probably never be possible to determine where these two « ice-glasses» 
were made. The type was certainly produced in the Netherlands, and the Mal
plaquet glass, therefore, might have been made there. On the other hand, there 
is a great resemblance between this glass and the Skokloster glass, and the latter 
is rather more likely on the face of it to have been made in Venice, as was the 
boat-shaped «Willkomm» of Schloss Ambras. Indeed, the Museo Vetrario at 
Murano has several ice-glass goblets, of which one is closely similar to the Sko
kloster glass (fig. 3), even to the smooth zone below the rim, which might well 
have been adorned with wheel engraving had occasion demanded . Here, however, 
the stem is plain instead of having mould-blown ornamentation. 

The Skokloster glass is stated to have been given to Wrangel by the city of 
Nuremberg in 1648 (8) , and the late G.E. Pazaurek, who published the glass in 
1933 (I'), stated that a preserved account showed that no less a person than the 
glass-engraver Georg Schwanhardt had on the 16th June, 1647, received payment 
of 28 Reichstaler for it. Since the engraved decoration on the glass consists of 
n~ more than the short inscription, Pazaurek surmised that the greater part of 
thiS payment covered the cost of the figure on the cover, and the precious-metal 
mounts: Here, therefore, we have a Willkomm which was presumably designed 
as a gift to the guest of honour, and made for a single occasion. Since the 

---(7) SI
I
e.lskt Biogrctjiskt Lex ikoll , Stockholm, 18 57.1 909, s.v. 

p. 87.(8) Erik A NDREN in (ed.) D . COOPER, Great Family CollectiollS, London (1965) , 

Stackh ( 9) G.E. PAZAUREK, « Schweden und Coburg-Gotha .. . », N atiollalmusei Arsbok, 
a im (1 933) , p . 52, fig s. 40-4 1. 
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dedication is couched in the plural, it must be supposed that this was not for the 
use of Wrangel alone, but for all his retinue, and that the drinking must have 
been communal rather than reserved for a single guest on his arrival. Some idea 
of the character of such drinking in company is provided for us by the French 
traveller F.M. Misson (,0), writing somewhat later in the century (1688), but 
from the self-same city of Nuremberg : 

« You know the Germans are strange Drinkers; there are no People in the 
World more obliging, civil, and officious ; but they have terrible Customs as to 
the Point of Drinking.. . Every Draught must be a Health, and as soon as you 
have emptied your Glass, you must present it full to him whose H ealth you drank. 
You must never refuse the Glass which is presented , but drink it off to the last 
Drop. Do but reflect a littl e on these Customs, and see how it is impossible to 
leave off drinking : And indeed, they never make an End, but carouse In a 
perpetual Round : To drink in Germany is to drink eternally ... 

« You must further know, that the Glasses are as much respected in this 
Country as the Wine is beloved. They place them all en Parade. The greatest 
Part of the Chambers are wainscotted, to two thirds of the Walls, and the Glasses 
are ranged all about upon the Cornish of the Wainscot, like Pipes of Organs. 
They begin with the little, and end with the great Ones; and the~e great Ones 
are always used, and must be emptied at a Draught, when there IS any Health 
of Importance ... » 

This general picture is confirmed by the account. of a French traveller to 
Copenhagen in 1694. Danish drinking-habits at this tune appear to have been 
essentially German in character. The visitor records (") : « .. . at certa1l1 extra
ordinary celebrations the guests are forced without option to empty fearfull~ large 
goblets filled to the brim for the so-called « Welcoms ». The recollectIOn or the~e 
beakers makes me tremble after the unfortunate thing that happened to me In 
Gyldenl0ve's house. The Viceroy (Vlrik Fr. Gyldenl0ve, son. of Frederick Ill, 
Viceroy of Norway) entertained 18-20 people of both sexes In connexlOn wi th 
the birth of a child. As luck would have it, I was amongst the guests, where all 
were compelled to empty a couple of dozen filled beakers in honour of those 
present and absent. .. At the end a g reat Welcom of gold holding two bottles, 
was brought to the end of the table, and each gentleman had to empty it ~o th~ 
bottom to the health of the Royal family ... I acknowledge that I emptied It, bu 
I will not complete the story ... »; and nor will 1. 

The natural glass for such a toast within the dominions of the Holy Rom~n 
. . d . f d t . n earl ier Empire was the so-called « Relchsa lerhumpen », sometimes re erre . 0 I d _ 

times simply as « Das romische Reich ». In 1616 a wnter US1l1g the Jolly pseu 0 

(10) F.M. MISSON, A New V oyage to Italy .. . , London (17 39 ) , pp. 120-121. The 
orig ina l ed itions go back to the end of the 17th centu ry . 

( " ) Cited G. BOESEN, I.e. , p. 22. 
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nym of Blasius Multibibus enjoined .his fe llow topers (12) : « one should summon 
to oneself merry fellows and good fnends , WIpe the dust off the' Romische Reich ' 
and other drinking-vessels, and thus inspire and set on foot a jolly toping and 
tippling-party ... » This, he adds, is especially desirable in hot weather. « Then 
must one really look to it how one may get something moist and liquid into one's 
belly. When a new guest presents himself and is installed, one takes the Will
komm from the cornice and offers it to the guest.. . » Good manners prescribed 
that the Humpen should be taken in both hands, and in most cases it would have 
been impossible to do otherwise. As the same Blasius Multibibus says : « Then 
there is the great monstrous Humpe which is called the ' Romische Reich ', the 
power and force_ of which are so great and mighty that it might well trip up the 
most powerful Hercules or Tipple-knight and throw him down on God's earth ». 
Since some of these Humpen held from three to five quarts, one need not be 
surprised at this . 

It is against such a background that we may consider the third of the glasses 
of my title. 

I feel some diffidence in bringing this glass to notice in this context, since 
it is avowedly a 19th century piece. Although nobody with experience of 
17th century enamelled German glass would be likely to be deceived by it, it 
perhaps provides a moral for Museum people. This Humpen (fig. 4) was 
originally brought to the Victoria and Albert Museum for identification, and at 
that time had pasted on to it a paper label which ran : « Pokal des ' Meistertrunks ' 
zu Rothenburg o. T. AIs Tilly i111 30jiihrigen Kriege die Stadt Rothenburg o. T. 
nach tapferer Gegenwehr erstiirmte, errettete der Altbiirgermeister Nusch die 
Stadt und das Leben der Rathsherren dadurch dass er, einer Laune Tillys nach
gebend, diesen Humpen auf einem Zug leerte. Der Humpen fasste 13 bayr. 
Schoppen Weines . » 

« Original im Besitz der Gesammt-Familie Piirckhauer in Rothenburg o. T. 
und Niirnberg ». This may be translated roughly: « Goblet of the' Meistertrunk ' 
at Rothenburg ob der Tauber. When Tilly in the Thirty Years' War after a valiant 
resistance stormed the city of Rothenburg ob der Tauber, the Altbiirgermeister 
Nusch saved the city and the lives of the Council, in compliance with a whim 
of Tilly's, by emptying this Humpen at a single draught. The Humpen had a 
capacity of 13 Bavarian pints of wine. Original in the possession of the Piirck
hauer family, jointly of Rothenburg ob der T auber and of Nuremberg.» The 
glass is unashamedly signed on the foot (fig. 5) « Th. Wieseler Niirnberg » (,3), 

B (12) Cited Alfred WALCHER-MoLTHEIN, « Die D eu tschen Renaissanceglaser auf der 
urg Kreuzenstein », Il , BeJ.lledere, 9-10 ( 1926) , p. 58. 

G (13) Since this paper was read, Dr. Giinther Schied lausky, Landeskonservato r in the 
to er:ta'bls.ches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg, has kindly informed me that it has be~n possible 
Be . a( Ilsh from Nuremberg dIrectOrIes that a g lass-manufacturIng ftrln of Wleseler und 
as e~~ . d C.W. Schefflers Glasmanufaktur) existed in Nuremberg. From 1898 it was known 
na u deutsche Glasmanufaktur Theodor Wieseler : in 1923 the firm aga in changed its 
B~~' /0 Wleseler & Co. (Theodor Wieseler father and son) specialising in « Glasmalerei, 

gas, Luxuswa ren und Trinkgefasse ». 
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artd thus provides one of the relatively rare identifications of a 19th century 

k h copied the enamelled glass of the 16th and 17th centunes. The 
ma er w 0 1 K f " nh 
H 's copied in all its details from an actua « ur urste umpen» pre-

umpen I ., l' '11 d ' 
d in the Reichsstadtmuseum, Rothenburg. The onglna IS I ustrate 10 

Dserve Saldern's book on Get"nzan Enameled Glass ( 14 ) . Unfortunately, there 
a:pe:~n to be no foundation in fact for the romantic story which was retailed 
on the label once pasted on to the copy, although apparently an .annual. ceremony 
of the «Meistertrunk » is still played out at Rothenburg at Whltsun tide. In the 
view of the City archivist there, the g.lass IS more likely to «have been used at 
the City's behest, especially on the occaSlOn of VISitS by the Emperor or an Elector ». 

Unfortunately, when the glass turned up a second time, the label had dis
appeared, and the clue to its identity would have be~n lost but for the ph?to
graphs and notes made at the time of its flfSt showl~g to the Museum. Since 
that time, a second copy, this time with cover, but Without label or signature, 
has been produced for identification in the Museum. Let other Museums take 

warning! 

( 14 ) VO N S ALD ERN , op . cit., fig . 64. 
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SOME CHEMICAL APPARATUS BLOWN BY HAND 
IN THE LATE 18th TO EARLY 19th CENTURY 

by 

Revel 000y 

The Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh 

At school there were several subjects which I did not understand fully but 
chemistry in particular I did not understand at all. It is therefore strange to me 
to find myself discussing glass chemical equipment. However, it is the glass itself 
rather than its use which is my main interest. In 1966 I read a paper on Scottish 
Glassholtses to the Glass Circle in London. It was while I was looking for material 
for this paper that I discovered in the Department of Technology in the Royal 
Scottish Museum at Edinburgh the glass which is the subject of my present paper. 

When I first saw this glass I was immediately struck by the unconscious 
aesthetic appeal of some of the pieces. They are, of course, solely practical in 
intent but their hand-blown quality gives them considerable charm while their 
nature introduces, I think, a novel element to this Association. 

Most of the pieces are of dark green bottle glass; some are of clear green 
glass and one is of clear colourless glass. They all form part of a collection of 
chemical apparatus given to the Royal Scottish Museum in 1858 by Dr. Lyon 
Playfair, the then newly appointed Professor of Chemistry in the University of 
~dinburgh. The apparatus had been found « among the lumber of the laboratory» 
10 the University and was stated to have been used by Professor Joseph Black. 
~ether it was all used by Professor Black personally cannot be proved but there 
IS no reason to doubt that it came from his laboratory. 

Joseph Black was born in Bordeaux in 1728 and was the son of a Scots 
merchant engaged in the wine trade. He was educated at Belfast Grammar School. 
~n 17~6he went to Glasgow University where he studied medicine. He was taught 
y WIlltam Cullen, a noted physician of the time, and became his assistant. He 

completed his training at Edinburgh. Black is remembered as one of the pioneer 
?sers of quantitative methods in chemistry. From 1752 until 1754 he experimented 
~tlkalis, reputedly making use of the balance, carefully weighing chemical reagents 

ore and after each experiment. His resultant paper of 1756 on Ex periments 
~pon Magnesia ALba, Quicklime and Some other Alcaline Substances was of great 
Importance in the history of chemistry. In the same year (1 756) Black became 
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